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Design sleek, high-performance applications for the newest smart mobile  devices with the industry’s most respected reference to Windows CE .NET. Now in  its third edition, this essential guide has been updated for Windows CE .NET 4.2  and the Microsoft .NET Compact Framework. Author Douglas Boling expertly  demonstrates how to apply your Windows or embedded programming experience to the  Windows CE .NET environment to build fast, small-footprint applications for the  Windows Powered Pocket PC, Smartphone, and other next-generation devices.  Accelerate your expertise—and get to market faster—with Doug’s  professional-level instruction.

Learn how to:

	Use specialized techniques for handling memory, storage, and power  constraints  
	Enable communications to networks, PCs, or other devices—including using  infrared and Bluetooth technologies  
	NEW—Use the .NET Compact Framework to build CPU-independent applications  
	Develop applications for the Pocket PC and create custom extensions  
	NEW—Program for the unique requirements of the Smartphone, including  security features  
	NEW—Use Short Message Service to write connected applications on the Pocket  PC Phone Edition and Smartphone  
	NEW—Write your own device drivers, services, and super services  
	Configure user and event notifications  
	Program the Game API (GAPI) 
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Sparse Image and Signal Processing: Wavelets, Curvelets, Morphological DiversityCambridge University Press, 2010

	This book presents the state of the art in sparse and multiscale image and signal processing, covering linear multiscale transforms, such as wavelet, ridgelet, or curvelet transforms, and non-linear multiscale transforms based on the median and mathematical morphology operators. Recent concepts of sparsity and morphological diversity are...
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Ruby on Rails Enterprise Application Development: Plan, Program, ExtendPackt Publishing, 2007
This book for developers familiar with Ruby on Rails who want to develop and roll out small applications deals with a key feature or functional area of a complex, full-scale Rails application in each chapter, from installing Ruby, Rubygems, and Rails on Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X and setting up a Subversion repository, to improving user interfaces...
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Apache Cordova 3 ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2013

	This is a book about programming cross-platform mobile applications using Apache Cordova 3 (with  some coverage of PhoneGap 3 as well). In Apache Cordova 3, the Cordova development team made  some dramatic changes in the framework, and this book is what you need to understand what Cordova 3  is all about. The book can be...
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Flash 8: Projects for Learning Animation and InteractivityO'Reilly, 2006
Macromedia Flash is fast becoming the Web's most widely used platform for creating rich media with animation and motion graphics, but mastering Flash isn't easy. Most entry-level books teach through simple examples that concentrate on either animation or scripting, but rarely both together. To get the most from Flash 8, you not...
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Visual Basic 2005 Instant Results (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Packed with unique, ready-to-use projects, this reference book will help you quickly get up to speed with Visual Basic 2005. Each project is presented in a step-by-step format, which enables you to set up, enhance, and reuse them in different real world situations. 

Visual Basic 2005 Instant Results not only provides you with...
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Engineering with Mathcad: Using Mathcad to Create and Organize your Engineering CalculationsButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
A must-have resource demonstrating the power of Mathcad to create calculations for solving complex engineering problems    

       Using the author's considerable experience of applying Mathcad to engineering problems, Engineering with Mathcad identifies the most powerful functions and features of the software and...
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